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No Camel Will Snivel
BEFORE YOU READ: 
(All SnapWords® resources are available at child1st.com) 

SOUND SPELLINGS: /L/ spelled EL. Words with EL ending: HAZEL, MEL, JEWEL, NOVEL, 
BAGELS, GRUEL, HOTEL, CAMEL, SNIVEL. Be sure your students know what each of these 
words mean before you read the book. 

SIGHT WORDS: D Words: LEAVE, MEAN, NEAR. G Words: FRONT, GREAT, HEAVY, LARGE, 
READY, SURE. These SnapWords® present a bit of a challenge because there are several 
with EA spellings, but there are four different sounds. Write the words in four columns 
on your whiteboard: LEAVE, MEAN go together along with “bean, eat, seat, beat, meat.” 
NEAR goes with “fear, near, tear (as in crying), spear.” These words have the EA spelling 
but they are controlled by the final R, so they sound like EAR. HEAVY and READY have the 
EA spelling that sounds like short E. Additional words for this column include: “bread, 
spread, sweat.” Finally, GREAT. The EA sounds like Long A. Other words: “break, steak.”

PREVIEW: Scan the storyline together to locate SnapWords® and target sound spellings.

READ:
Please follow reading tips as outlined in Book 1 in this section.

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS:
1. What do Mel and Hazel want to do? Where did they go?
2. What did the girls see by the front door of the hotel?
3. What did the guide tell the girls they had to do the next day?
4. What did Mel do to make the camels stop sniveling?

1. They want to travel. They went to Egypt. 2. A grumpy camel. 3. They had to ride on 
camels to explore. 4. Mel gave the grumpy camels treats to make them not snivel.
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Hazel and Mel Jewel want to travel. 
They pack in large, heavy bags and 
leave for the airport. They plan to 
take a plane to Egypt and explore the 
desert.
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The sisters got on a great, big plane 
and sat near the front. The trip was 
long! Hazel read a novel and Mel slept. 
They ate bagels and gruel, which is 
soup.


